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Executive Summary
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Executive Summary
Afya Baltimore, Inc. (ABI) offered a 21‐day summer camp
program to Baltimore City students from Afya Public Charter
School, Tunbridge Public Charter School, and Brehms Lane
Elementary School, as well as other Baltimore City schools, in
summer 2015.
• The camp, held on the Afya campus, served 176 students in rising grades three
through eight.
• Camp ran daily from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. and included character education,
academic instruction, enrichment clubs, physical fitness, and field trips.
• On average, students attended 16 of the 21 program days.
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Executive Summary
The following charts provide an overview of ABI’s program
goals and summer outcomes.
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Executive Summary
Goal
Goal 1: Middle School Readiness in Reading
By June 2018, 50% of the program’s regular attending
first cohort (students who participated in the 21st CCLC
program for three years) will score above grade level on
the NWEA MAP reading test when administered at
middle school entry.
Goal 2: Middle School Readiness in Math
By June 2018, 50% of the program’s regularly attending
first cohort (students who participated in the 21st CCLC
program for three years) will score above grade level on
the NWEA MAP math assessment.

Outcome
Overall, camp‐specific assessments
indicated student growth or summer
learning maintenance in reading.

Overall, camp‐specific assessments
indicated student growth or summer
learning maintenance in math.
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Executive Summary
Goal
Goal 3: Attendance
By June 2018, attendance at BLES will rise to 94.2%
during the regular school day.

Goal 4: Decrease Suspensions

Outcome
On average, campers attended summer
camp at a rate of 72 percent of days
available.

Three students were suspended and one
was expelled in summer 2015.

By June 2018, suspensions at BLES will decrease.
Milestone: 4.1.1 Suspensions for participating students
will number fewer than 9 during summer 2015.
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Executive Summary
Other key findings include:
• Summer camp staffing was robust and appropriate to
summer camp needs.
• ABI’s summer camp professional development prepared
teachers to work together to implement the summer camp
curriculum.
• Summer camp student academic placement for grades
three‐through‐five was data‐driven.
• Staff did not have data on which campers had individualized
education plans (IEPs).
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Executive Summary
• Summer camp academic programming for grades three
through five focused on reading, math, and character
education.
• Summer camp academic programming for grade six focused
on science, math, and character education.
• Summer camp academic programming for Ambassadors
(seventh and eighth graders) focused on character education
and literacy.
• Academic instruction was implemented with fidelity across
classrooms.
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Executive Summary
• Elementary teachers integrated character education into
morning meeting time.
• Sixth grade teachers did not report great success with the
selected character education curriculum.
• Daily clubs were of high‐interest and gave students an
opportunity to make choices.
• Campers participated in at least an hour of physical activity
daily.
• Stakeholders agreed on the goals of summer camp.
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Executive Summary
• Results of ABI summer camp pre and post tests indicate
learning retention and gains among campers.
• Campers showed growth on effective OST practice research‐
based indicators.
• Few students were suspended from summer camp.
• Summer camp worked towards the goal of changing the
culture at Brehms Lane as ABI helps them become a charter
school.
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Program Overview
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Year One Evaluation Report
This report provides findings based on qualitative and
quantitative data illuminatED llc collected during summer
2015 for an evaluation of Afya Baltimore, Inc.’s (ABI) 2014‐
2015 21st Century Community Learning Centers (21st CCLC)
summer camp out‐of‐school time (OST) program.
This report serves as ABI’s year one grant report to the
Maryland State Department of Education.
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Summer Camp Overview
ABI offered a 21‐day summer camp program to Baltimore City
students from Afya Public Charter School, Tunbridge Public
Charter School, and Brehms Lane Elementary School, as well
as other Baltimore City schools, in summer 2015.
• The camp, held on the Afya campus, served 176 students in rising grades three
through eight.
• Camp ran daily from July 6 to August 5, 2015, from 9:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.
• On Mondays through Thursdays, students participated in character education,
academic instruction, enrichment clubs, and physical fitness as well as breakfast
and lunch.
• Campers went on physically active field trips on Fridays.
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Evaluation Questions
The 2014‐2015 evaluation focused on responding to the
following questions:
• To what extent has the project met its revised stated goals around increasing
student performance in reading and math, attendance, and student
suspensions?
• To what extent is the implemented Afya summer program aligned with research
on effective practices in OST?
• What are the project’s key summer program successes? What barriers are
encountered in program implementation and how are they addressed?

These questions are answered in detail throughout this
report.
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ABI’s 21st CCLC Goals and Objectives
Below are ABI’s overall 21st CCLC goals for its three‐year grant.
• These goals guided this evaluation.
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Goal(s)

Objective(s)

Milestone(s)

Identified
Needs

Goal 1: Middle
School Readiness
in Reading

1.1 By 2016, 20% of the
program’s first cohort will
score on or above grade level
on the Amplify assessment.

Each January at least 50
percent or more of regular
attenders to the program
will see at least half of the
desired yearly gain on
Amplify reading, e.g., in
Jan. 2016 we would like to
see a 1.5 percentage point
increase on Amplify
reading assessment.

In 2014, 17%
of BLES 3rd
graders were
on or above
grade level on
Amplify
Reading
assessment.

By June 2018,
50% of the
program’s
regular attending
first cohort
(students who
participated in
the 21st CCLC
program for
three years) will
score above
grade level on
the NWEA MAP
reading test
when
administered at
middle school
entry.**

1.2 By 2017, 25% of the
program’s first cohort will
score on or above grade level
on the Amplify assessment.

1.3 By June 2018, 30% of the
program’s first cohort will
score on or above grade level
on the Amplify assessment.

In 2014, 15%
of entering 6th
graders scored
at or above
grade level on
the NWEA
Reading MAP
assessment
administered
at ACPS.

SEA
Goal
SEA
Goal 1

Strategies

Activities

The Scholastic
Guided Reading
Program

Small group
reading
instruction

100 Book
Challenge
independent
reading

Independent
reading—
including at
school and at
home logs
Word study
groups
PD for teachers
PD for parents
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Goal 2: Middle
School Readiness
in Math
By June 2018,
50% of the
program’s
regularly
attending* first
cohort (students
who participated
in the 21st CCLC
program for
three years) will
score above
grade level on
the NWEA MAP
math
assessment.**

2.1 By 2016, 53% of the
program’s first cohort will
score on or above grade level
on the district interim math
assessment.
2.2 By 2017, 58% of the
program’s first cohort
(participating 4th graders) will
score on or above grade level
on the district interim math
assessment.
2.3 By 2018, 62% of the
program’s first cohort
(participating 5th graders) will
score on or above grade level
on the district interim math
assessment.

Each January at least 50
percent or more of regular
attenders to the program will
see at least half of the desired
yearly gain on district math
assessment, e.g., in Jan. 2016
we would like to see a 1.5
percentage point increase on
district mathematics interim
assessment.

In Fall 2014,
50% of BLES
third graders
scored
proficient on
the district
interim math
assessment.
In 2014, 11% of
entering 6th
graders scored
at or above
grade level on
the Math MAP
assessment
administered
at APCS.

SEA
Goal
1

First in Math
online math
instructional
program
Connected
Mathematics
Program

Small group math
instruction
Individualized,
online math
learning
PD for teachers
PD for parents

*Regular
program
attendance is
defined as
attending 70
percent or more
of programming.
**This
assessment will
be administered
in Aug./Sept.
Cohort 1 will be
entering middle
school in Fall
2017.
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Goal 3:
Attendance
By June 2018,
attendance at
BLES will rise to
94.2% during the
regular school
day.

Objective 3.1: By 2016,
attendance at BLES will rise to
92.2%.

Weekly and monthly school‐
based reporting will show
goals being met or surpassed.

2014
attendance
rate at BLES is
91.7%.

SEA
Goal
1

Objective 3.2: By 2017,
attendance at BLES will rise to
93.2%.
Objective 3.3: By 2018,
attendance at BLES will rise to
94.2%.

Goal 4: Decrease
Suspensions

4.1: By 2016, suspensions will
decrease to 100

By June 2018,
suspensions at
BLES will
decrease

4.2: By 2017, suspensions will
decrease to 85
4.3: By 2018, suspensions will
decrease to 57

4.1.1 Suspensions for
participating students will
number fewer than 9 during
summer 2015.
4.1.2 Suspensions for
participating students will
number fewer than 9 during
summer 2015.

BLES had 113
suspensions in
2013.

SEA
Goal
4

Emphasize the
importance
attendance for
program
participants,
targeting 85
percent
attendance or
higher during
the summer
program and 94
percent or
higher during
the after school
program.

Communication,
monitoring,
incentives,
engaging
programming

Emphasize the
importance of
school culture
and climate
during summer
and after school
programming
and have fewer
than five
suspensions in
these programs
annually.

Increased
professional
development on
classroom
management,
Guided Discipline

Partner with APCS
and TCPS to learn
about best
practices

Partner with APCS
to learn about
best practices
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Evaluation design and methodology
illuminatED llc, a youth development and education research
and evaluation firm, conducted a mixed‐methods evaluation
of ABI’s summer 2015 programming.
• The mixed‐methods evaluation included both qualitative and quantitative
components.
• ABI received an off‐cycle grant and program implementation included only
summer camp in 2015.
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Evaluation design and methodology
To gather qualitative data for this evaluation, illuminatED llc:
• Conducted interviews and focus groups with:
• Summer camp administrators
• Afya school administrators
• Summer camp academic and enrichment teachers
• Summer camp support staff
• Parents/family members of summer camp attendees
• Observed two summer camp full‐day sessions
• Reviewed summer camp key documents
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Evaluation design and methodology
To gather quantitative data for this evaluation, illuminatED llc:
• Requested attendance and outcome data from ABI summer camp
administrators.
• All quantitative data were collected and recorded by ABI.
• Reviewed the data received for completeness and consistency, asked clarifying
questions of summer camp administrative staff, and analyzed the data using
SPSS, a social sciences statistical software program.
• Conducted analyses of data, both aggregated and disaggregated where possible.
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Findings
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Summer Camp Attendance
The ABI summer camp program served 176 students in rising
grades three through eight (seventh through eighth graders
were called Ambassadors).
The summer program operated for a total of 21 days.
On average, students attended 16 of the 21 program days.
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Summer Camp Attendance
Sixth graders made up the largest single group of campers.
Number of Campers Attending Summer 2015 Program by Grade
Level (n=172)
21

29

27
64
31

Grade 3

Grade 4

Grade 5

Grade 6

Ambassadors
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Summer Camp Attendance
Program data provided on third, fourth, and fifth graders
indicate that:
• 60 students came from Brehms Lane
• 24 students came from Tunbridge

Tunbridge is an ABI‐model charter school.
Brehm’s Lane is a Baltimore City public school that is in the
process of becoming an ABI‐model school.
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Summer Camp
Attendance by Grade
Level
Average Number of Days Attended

Students across grade levels
attended summer camp at
approximately the same
average rate.

ABI 2015 Summer Camp Average Attendance by
Grade Level (n=173)
22
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17
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15
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6
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Grade Level
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Average Daily
Attendance by Week
Average daily attendance
(ADA) varied by week. ADA
was highest in camp week 1
(88 percent) and lowest in
week 5 (68 percent).
In addition, overall
attendance varied from week
to week, from a high of 171
students attending in week 3
to a low of 152 in week 1.

ABI Summer Camp 2015 Weekly Average Daily
Attendance

Dates

Number of
Students
Attending

Average Daily
Attendance

Week 1

7/6‐11/2015

152

88%

Week 2

7/13‐17/2015

162

83%

Week 3

7/21‐24/2015

171

72%

Week 4

7/27‐31/2015

165

76%

Week 5

8/3‐5/2015

160

68%

Camp Week
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Professional development prepared teachers
to work together to implement the summer
camp curriculum.
Summer camp staff participated in two full days of
professional development on June 29th and 30th, 2015, just
before camp began.
• Staff discussed relevant issues as a whole group and also met in their grade‐
level teams.
• Professional development focused on the purpose of summer camp,
academic and character education curriculum, clubs, and physical fitness
activities, as well as topics like communicating with parents during the
summer.
• Participants also talked during the professional development about the
overarching goal of partnering across the three participating schools, an
important piece of helping Brehms Lane to become a charter and improve
services to students (the main 21st CCLC goal).
• Teachers said the professional development was interesting and prepared
them to implement the summer camp program.
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Staffing was robust and appropriate to summer
camp needs.
A summer school principal who also serves as regular year
Afya staff oversaw the summer school program.
• She was the camp instructional leader, supervised other summer camp staff, and
dealt with student behavioral issues.

In addition, summer camp was staffed by three support staff
and two camp coordinators.
Support staff helped students with social and emotional
issues.
• One support staff team member was as social worker.
• A staff member said, “’If a kid has a true meltdown, [the social worker] is the go‐
to.”
• Another staff member said of summer camp support staff, “They conference
with students during lunch. They pop in and they are always present in the
hallways in case a kid needs an intervention.”
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Staffing was robust and appropriate to summer
camp needs.
Two camp coordinators also interacted with and supported
students and helped with general program implementation.
• An enrichment coordinator was in charge of activities for the club and physical
fitness components of each day.
• A community school coordinator focused on character education.
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Staffing was robust and appropriate to summer
camp needs.
Summer camp teaching staff included:
• Three third‐grade teachers
• Two fourth‐grade teachers
• Four fifth‐grade teachers
• Four sixth‐grade teachers
• Two Ambassador teachers

Two additional teachers taught only clubs and physical
activity.
• Many morning teachers also taught clubs and physical activity.
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Summer camp student academic placement
for grades three‐through‐five was data‐driven.
Before camp began, administrators and teacher curriculum
developers analyzed students’ end‐of‐school‐year reading
achievement data and grouped students in grades three
through five into classes according to their needs.
During the professional development days, teachers then
grouped the students in their classes into small reading
groups and differentiated lessons and texts accordingly.
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Rising sixth graders’ school year data were not
readily available.
Because rising sixth‐graders came from many schools, staff
did not have data on every student.
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Staff did not have data on which campers had
individualized education plans (IEPs).
Summer camp staff did not have campers’ IEP status.
• Teachers sometimes knew if students from their own schools had
IEPS.
• Camp enrollment forms asked parents to tell staff about any needs
their children had, and some revealed students’ IEPs in those forms.
• Teachers and students went through a learning process during camp
of determining which students had particular needs.
• A teacher said, “We don’t have copies of their IEPs. We don’t even
know until we start teaching them.”
• Some of the students may have had significant special education
needs.
• A teacher said, “Some of the kids are in self‐contained classes during the
school year…They are in the same group. There is one [x] grade class that
has five kids that are all pretty much self contained. It worked out that
way.”
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Staff did not have data on which campers had
Individualized Education Plans (IEPs).
Some teachers reported that it was frustrating for students and teachers to have to
work this out for themselves.

• A teacher said. “The challenge I see is that we are trying to expose
any child and every child to this opportunity, but…we do have self‐
contained students in our rooms…They are not accustomed to a
regular ed classroom so that makes it difficult for them, the teacher,
and the other children. We need a self‐contained room for a special
education teacher to do pull out or push in like during school year.
There is a reason they have those IEPs and if you are going to put in
academics in summer they need that.”
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Summer camp academic programming for
grades three through five focused on reading,
math, and character education.
Grades three through five used the Reading A‐Z curriculum.
• The web‐based leveled‐reading program provides many resources for teachers,
including lesson plans and printable books for students.

For mathematics, teachers implemented the final unit of
geometry from the grade level students had just completed.
A staff member said, “I am happy with the curriculum.”
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Summer camp academic programming for
grades three through five focused on reading,
math, and character education.
The daily academic program for grades
three through five was structured to be
similar to the school year program,
focusing on character education and
academics, and took place in the
morning.
• First, students participated in morning
meeting.
• This provided opportunities for them to
collaborate, learn effective ways of
talking to each other, and discuss
important character‐related topics.
• A teacher said, “We really thought
about what they really needed to have.
Morning meeting every day really
builds a sense of community and
collaboration, especially with kids from
two or three different schools.”

Example of daily classroom schedule
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Summer camp academic programming for grades
three through five focused on reading, math, and
character education.
Instruction for grades three through five
focused on reading and mathematics on
alternating days.
Students read chapter books through a
workshop model that included read alouds,
whole group instruction, guided practice, and
independent practice.
Math instruction included workshops and
small group instruction.

Summer camp reading instruction
activity example
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Summer camp academic programming for grades
three through five focused on reading, math, and
character education.
Elementary Daily Schedule Classroom Examples
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Summer camp academic programming for
grade six focused on science, math, and
character education.
Each day, sixth‐grade campers started off in their homerooms
doing character education through the Success Highways
curriculum for about ten minutes.
Next, students participated in math and science instruction.
• Two teachers taught math and two science.
• A teacher said, “For sixth grade, most students will attend Afya in the fall. We
focus on the Afya way and acclimate them with how we run things here versus
how they did it in elementary school…I teach math and my partner teaches
science, so we switch like they will win the fall.”
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Summer camp academic programming for
grade six focused on science, math, and
character education.
Math instruction each day lasted about an hour.
• The Afya math lead teacher designed the math curriculum.
• The curriculum focused on closing math gaps to prepare students for
their first unit in sixth grade, fractions, by working on multiplication
and division.
• One teacher said, “When [students] come into sixth grade, they can’t do long
division or two‐digit multiplication.”
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Summer camp academic programming for
grade six focused on science, math, and
character education.
For science, summer camp teachers purchased a hands‐on
curriculum and it was deemed highly successful.
Science instruction helped campers become familiar with
science experiments and observations of the sort they would
do in sixth grade.
• A teacher said, “They love it… they have invesitgations with every lesson.”
• Another teacher said, “In sixth grade at Afya, they only have science half the
year, so we introduce them to ideas they need to know for going along.”
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Summer camp academic programming for
grade six focused on science, math, and
character education.

Examples of Sixth Grade Campers’
Science Investigations
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Summer camp academic programming for
Ambassadors focused on character education
and literacy.
Summer camp participants included Ambassadors, rising Afya
seventh and eighth graders. Ambassadors participated in
character and literacy education by reading The Giver by Lois
Lowry.
• A summer camp teacher said, “We are using The Giver as a lens through which
they understand character education, a good character versus bad character, and
then through that they start to reflect on the ways in which they incorporate
some of the same character flaws.”

Ambassadors also worked on character education and literacy
curriculum based on President Obama’s 2004 Democratic
convention speech, doing writing and speaking activities that
encouraged students to explore their own voices.
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Summer camp academic programming for
Ambassadors focused on character education and
literacy.
Ambassadors also played a role in helping younger
campers understand the “Afya way” by exhibiting Afya’s
core values throughout the day.
• Afya Public Charter School’s websites describes the school’s core values:
“TEAMWORK | Working together respectfully.
SELF‐CONTROL | Thinking before you act and making smart choices.
HONESTY | Telling the truth and taking responsibility.
CURIOSITY | Wanting to learn and know more.
COMPASSION | Encouraging and taking care of each other.
PERSEVERANCE | Keeping your head in the game and never giving up.”
(http://www.afyabaltimore.org/afya/program/index.cfm)
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Summer camp academic programming for
Ambassadors focused on character education and
literacy.
Ambassadors were intended to act as teachers’ assistants
during enrichment clubs and physical fitness time.
• However, staff reported that this proved challenging in some cases because
some Ambassadors did not possess the necessary maturity level to fulfill this
role. In other cases, it worked well.
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The academic instruction was implemented
with fidelity across classrooms.
During observations, the evaluator consistently saw
curriculum being implemented in a similar way across
classrooms and with fidelity to the planned curriculum.
Examples of consistent types of morning meeting messages and activities in
different same‐grade classrooms
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The academic instruction was implemented
with fidelity across classrooms.
While teachers put their own stamp on precisely how they
implemented the planned curriculum based on their style and
their particular students’ needs, the evaluator saw and heard
about consistency in:
• Scheduled academic foci and activities
• The nature of student activities
• Artifacts posted across classrooms demonstrating fidelity and collaboration
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Elementary teachers modified character
education curriculum to be more appropriate for
their students.
Success Highways was less successful than anticipated.
• Success Highways is a commercial curriculum focused on measuring students’
resiliency and helping them to become more resilient to improve their chances
of academic success.

While it was anticipated that elementary teachers would use
the Success Highways curriculum, staff determined quickly
that it was not designed or appropriate for grades three
through five and they discontinued its use quickly.
• A teacher said, “We tweaked it and did what it would look like in morning
meeting. We picked themes or key words [from Success Highways] and them put
in our morning meeting messages…Stress and pressure was a theme for Success
Highways, so I used puppets to act it out. [Campers] shared their feelings and we
labeled it stress and pressure and that made it appropriate for them.”
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Sixth grade teachers did not report great
success with Success Highways.
A sixth grade teacher said, “I don’t think there was enough on
Success Highways. They got it in passing. Our classes are only
an hour and it is 10 minutes we section off when we first
come upstairs [from breakfast] and by the time we get
upstairs it is five minutes, really. We’re not getting it in there,
so I’m doing it every other day when I can.”
Teachers reported that they were not given much professional
development around implementing Success Highways.
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Clubs were of high‐interest and gave students
an opportunity to make choices.
Campers participated in enrichment clubs for about one hour
each day.
There were two rounds of clubs.
• The first round lasted for seven days and the second for 10 days.

Teachers designed the clubs around things they themselves
were interested in or passionate about.
Students selected their top three choices and staff tried to
make sure they got those clubs within the two cycles.
• Clubs included arts and crafts, board games, knitting and crocheting (a huge hit
with boys and girls), volleyball, cooking, and other high‐interest topics.
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Campers participated in at least an hour of
physical activity daily.
Afya has a major focus on physical fitness as a school.
• The word “afya” means “health” in Swahili.

Campers had a full hour of fitness time at the end of each day
camp.
• Campers that selected physically active clubs had even more physical fitness
activity each day.
• In addition, Friday field trips featured a lot of physical fitness activities.

Staff offered a wide variety of activities and students rotated
through them.
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Campers participated in a wide variety of
fitness activities Monday through Thursday.
Examples of daily physical fitness rotation
schedules
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Summer camp staff informed parents about
summer camp progress.
The summer camp principal sent parents and families a Friday
letter each week that provided an overview of that week’s
camp activities and accomplishments.
• A parent said, “It is very informative. It lets you know what is going on for the
work and what they accomplished and how they think about the trips.”

Summer camp administrators and teachers had opportunities
to interact with parents at pick up and drop off time.
• Most students walked to camp and many parents along to drop them off and
pick them up.
• A camp administrator said, “I am outside every morning at 8:30. Parents come
and chat and talk about their kids.”
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Stakeholders agreed on the goals of summer
camp.
Virtually all stakeholders agreed that preventing summer
learning loss and helping campers learn Afya norms and
culture were the main summer camp goals.
• A teacher said: “The goals of summer camp are so they will get less summer
learning loss. A major goal is implementing the structure that builds the
collaborative and community piece within classroom. Also fun and physical
stuff.”
• A parent said, “Afya’s goal is to keep the kids up to pace with academics and
everything else.”
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Summer camp appears to have contributed to
campers’ summer learning gain or retention,
on average.
Summer learning loss is a persistent problem for high‐poverty
students like those served by summer camp.
Summer learning loss, particularly in reading and
mathematics, is a significant contributing factor to the
persistent achievement gaps between students of low and
high socioeconomic status (Borman, Goetz, and Dowling,
2009; Downey, vonHippel, and Broh, 2004 ).
Research on summer learning loss indicates that students can
lose the equivalent of one grade‐level month of learning
during summer vacation and that such effects increase with
increases in students’ grade levels (Cooper et al, 1996).
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Results of ABI summer camp pre and post tests
indicate learning retention and gains among
campers.
Data from summer camp assessments (see the following
slides) indicate that, on average, campers increased or held
steady their math and reading performance.
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Summer camp measured student progress
with a variety of program‐aligned assessments.
Test/Survey

Grade(s)
Assessed

Pretest

Posttest

Mathematics Assessment Test

3‐6

X

X

Reading Assessment Test

3‐6

X

X

Addition Fact Fluency Test

3

X

X

Subtraction Fact Fluency Test

3

X

X

Success Highways Character Education Assessment

6

X

X

illuminatED llc OST Indicators Survey

3‐5

X

X
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Summer Camp
Assessment: Reading
and Math
Overall, campers in grades 3‐
6 improved their reading and
math performance on
summer camp curriculum‐
aligned assessments.
Campers increased their
reading scores by an average
of 15* percentage points.
Campers’ scores increased by
an average of 28* percentage
points in math.
*(Differences in percentage points
gained are due to rounding in score
reporting. This is true across the data
presented in this report.)

Average 2015 Summer Camp Participant
Reading and Math Pre and Post Test
Scores
100%
90%
80%
70%

72%

60%

57%

50%
40%

43%

41%

30%
20%
10%
0%
Pretest Reading
(n=126)

Posttest Reading
(n=114)

Pretest Math (n=135) Posttest Math (n=116)

Assessment
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Summer Camp
Assessment: Reading
Scores by Grade Level
Reading test grades rose from
pretest to posttest in all grade
levels at least marginally.
However, changes in reading
scores varied by grade level.
• Sixth graders’ reading test
scores rose 25 percentage
points, the most of any grade
level.
• Fourth graders’ scores rose 20
percentage points.
• Third and fifth graders’ scores
stayed close to stable over
time, rising minimally.

Average 2015 Summer Camp
Participant Reading Pre and Post Test
Scores by Grade Level
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%

62%
55%

54%

57%

57%

49%

40%
30%

32%

29%

20%
10%
0%
Grade 3 (n=28 pre,
25 post)

Grade 4 (n=20 pre,
17 post)
Reading Pretest

Grade 5 (n=27 pre,
24 post)

Grade 6 (n=49 pre,
46 post)

Reading Posttest
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Summer Camp
Assessment: Math
Scores by Grade Level
Math test average scores rose
from pretest to posttest in all
grade levels.
Changes in average math scores
varied by grade level.
• Sixth graders’ average math
test scores rose 38 percentage
points, the most of any grade
level.
• Fifth graders’ scores rose 31
percentage points.
• Third graders scores rose 18
percentage points
• Fourth graders’ scores rose 11
percentage points.

Average 2015 Summer Camp Participant Math
Scores by Grade Level
100%
90%

87%

80%

86%

70%

69%

65%

60%

55%

50%

49%
40%
30%

38%
27%

20%
10%
0%

Grade 3 (n=28 pre, 24 Grade 4 (n=21 pre, 18 Grade 5 (n=27 pre, 22 Grade 6 (n=57 pre, 50
post)
post)
post)
post)
Math Pretest
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Summer Camp
Assessment: Third
Graders’ Math Facts
Fluency
Summer camp staff assessed
third graders on their addition
and subtraction facts fluency.

Summer 2015 Third Grade Math Facts Fluency

31
Subtraction Fact Fluency
26

Average student scores remained
stable from pretest to posttest.
49

This finding indicates that, on
average, third grade campers did
not lose math fact fluency during
the summer program.

Addition Fact Fluency
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Campers showed growth on effective OST
practice research‐based indicators.
Summer camp staff administered a survey to students in
grades three through five focused on variables linked in the
literature with both OST participation and academic
achievement.
• illuminatED llc developed the survey based on an instrument by Learning Points
Associates, the former federal 21st CCLC evaluator.
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Campers showed growth on research‐based
indicators.
For all but two questions, the percent of students answering
that they “always” experienced the positive outcome being
asked about increased from pretest to posttest.
• In the two cases this did not increase, answers remained essentially the same
and already represented high percentages of students.

In all but one case, although the percentage of students who
said that they never experienced the positive outcome being
asked about was typically low in the pretest, in all but one
case the percentage decreased to zero in the post test.
The following slides show responses to the survey in detail.
• (Ns for the presurvey varied from 64‐66 and on the postsurvey from 34‐35).
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Summer 2015 Socioemotional Indicators Survey Results Grades 3‐5
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1.

I feel safe and comfortable at my summer program.

2.

I am encouraged to eat healthy foods at my summer program.

3.

The summer staff help me learn new things.

4. The summer staff say encouraging things to me.

5.

I feel that the summer staff respect me.
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Summer 2015 Socioemotional Indicators Survey Results, Grades 3‐5
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I understand the rules in my summer program, and the rules are fair.

7.

The summer staff know my name.

8.

I know what is expected of me at the summer program.

9.

I have opportunities to be a leader at the summer program.
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Summer 2015 Socioemotional Indicators Survey Results, Grades 3‐5
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10. The summer program helps me with my goals.

11. I feel like I belong in my summer program.

12. I am given choices about activities in my summer program.

13. I do sports and exercise at my summer program.
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Campers showed growth on research‐based
indicators.
Particularly interesting survey findings include the following:
• Campers responding “always” to the statement “I have opportunities to be a
leader at the summer program” rose 15 percentage points from the presurvey to
the postsurvey.
• In addition, 11 percent of students said in the presurvey that they never had
opportunities to be a leader at the summer program. No students reported
this in the postsurvey.
• Ninety‐five percent of campers said on the postsurvey that “the summer
program helps me with my goals,” an increase of 22 percentage points from the
presurvey.
• The percent of students who reported they felt safe and comfortable at the
summer program rose 11 percentage points from presurvey to postsurvey.
• Almost all students reported that they always do sports and exercise at their
summer program.
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Campers showed growth on research‐based
indicators.
To measure sixth grade campers’ growth on research‐based
socioemotional and character education indicators, summer
camp staff administered an assessment made by and aligned
with the Success Highways curriculum the students
participated in.
Scores are reported on groups of questions on key research‐
based areas of interest, including campers’ education,
confidence, connections, stress, well being, and motivation.
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Campers showed growth on research‐based
indicators.
Scoring is based on the extent to which a camper is
considered to be at‐risk for academic failure based on his/her
responses and adheres to the following scale:
• Score falls within the Risk Profile
• Score falls within the Intermediary Profile
• Score falls within the Success Profile
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Sixth‐grade Campers’ 2015 Success Highways Survey Scores
(Presurvey n=35; Postsurvey n=30‐31)
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Campers showed growth on research‐based
indicators.
The percent of sixth‐grade campers falling into the success
profile area increased in all but one category.
• In that category, Connections, the percent of campers in the intermediate profile
area increased.

The number of campers with scores falling within the success
profiles for well‐being and motivation rose 14 percentage
points in each area from presurvey to post survey.
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Campers showed growth on research‐based
indicators.
The percent of campers scoring in the pre and postsurvey risk
profile area varied by category.
• Campers were most likely to report answers that put them into the risk profile
for stress compared with other topics.

Overall, the Success Highways post survey showed movement
in a positive direction for sixth‐grade campers’ resiliency.
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Few students were suspended from summer
camp.
Three students were suspended from summer camp, more
than meeting ABI’s stated goal of no more than nine summer
2015 suspensions.
One student was expelled from summer camp.
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Summer camp worked towards the goal of changing
the culture at Brehms Lane as ABI helps them
become a charter school.
ABI’s 21st CCLC goals revolve around helping Brehms Lane, a
persistently low‐achieving school, improve services to
students as the school transitions to an ABI‐model charter
school.
Summer camp 2015 contributed to this in several key ways.
• Teachers from the three schools planned and implemented the program, forming
the beginning of an academic community of practice.
• Staff said that including Brehms Lane staff in program planning helped them
to acclimate to the ABI model, which Afya and Tunbridge both follow.
• Teachers shared best practices from their schools.
• A staff member said, “Morning meeting is Responsive Classroom. The general
structure of the summer comes directly from Tunbridge. It is the Tunbridge
way.”
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Summer camp worked towards the goal of changing
the culture at Brehms Lane as ABI helps them
become a charter school.
• Staff said that learning the Afya way of interacting with teachers and
administrators presented a learning curve for some parents, especially those
used to Brehms Lane's culture, which was reported to be less than supportive of
parents.
• A staff member said, “We don’t get mad at a teacher and come yell at and
threaten her…We are norming families to handle things and model that for
our children. Some [of summer camp] is training parents.”
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Summer camp worked towards the goal of changing
the culture at Brehms Lane as ABI helps them
become a charter school.
Teachers reported that Brehms Lane students in particular
struggled with classroom expectations at first but began to
become part of the community over time.
• A teacher said, “Even to think about the kids from when they first came in to
now, the ability to sit for a morning meeting…I had Tunbridge and Brehms kids
and it was so apparent [which students were from Brehms Lane]…It is so built
into the community at Tunbridge and it was really obvious with kids who are not
built into it. Now we can actually have a conversation. There is still lots of
redirection and reminders, but to think this is a summer program how fast they
have come in two and a half weeks.”
• A staff member said, “I thought summer camp was outstanding around the idea
that the three schools came together. They were able to create a sense of
community among the staff and the students in such a quick time.”
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Discussion
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To what extent has ABI met its stated goals?
Goal
Goal 1: Middle School Readiness in Reading
By June 2018, 50% of the program’s regular attending
first cohort (students who participated in the 21st CCLC
program for three years) will score above grade level on
the NWEA MAP reading test when administered at
middle school entry.

Goal 2: Middle School Readiness in Math
By June 2018, 50% of the program’s regularly attending
first cohort (students who participated in the 21st CCLC
program for three years) will score above grade level on
the NWEA MAP math assessment.

Outcome
Overall, camp‐specific assessment indicated
student growth or summer learning
maintenance in reading.
(Standardized assessments administered in
spring 2015 and fall 2015 differed, so a
comparison of scores from these two points
was not possible).
Overall, camp‐specific assessment indicated
student growth or summer learning
maintenance in math.
(Standardized assessments administered in
spring 2015 and fall 2015 differed, so a
comparison of scores from these two points
was not possible).
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To what extent has ABI met its stated goals?
Goal
Goal 3: Attendance
By June 2018, attendance at BLES will rise to 94.2%
during the regular school day.

Goal 4: Decrease Suspensions

Outcome
On average, campers attended summer
camp at a rate of 72 percent of days
available.

Three students were suspended and one
was expelled in summer 2015.

By June 2018, suspensions at BLES will decrease.
Milestone: 4.1.1 Suspensions for participating students
will number fewer than 9 during summer 2015.
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Recommendations
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Recommendations
Use summer as an opportunity to provide family education
activities that introduce families to the Afya way.
• Sessions around topics like the Afya core principles and expectations for middle
school could be covered .
• Offering sessions for Brehms Lane families could be especially helpful in helping
them and their children acclimate to Afya principles and practices.
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Recommendations
Reflect on the role of Ambassadors.
• The Ambassadors curriculum was reported by staff to be effective.
• Provide more structure, including training, clear “job” roles, and daily discussion
and support, to help Ambassadors serve as role models for younger students.
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Recommendations
Help teachers identify students’ special needs before camp
begins.
• Teachers indicated that some students may have had IEPS and needed more
specific supports to succeed in summer camp.
• Work with appropriate personnel to determine how students’ IEP needs can
be shared with teachers.
• Consider providing special education support to push into, and possibly pull
out of, summer camp activities, especially academic instruction.
• Determine summer camp’s responsibilities in meeting students’ identified IEP
needs.
• In all cases, continue to follow special education and student privacy laws
and regulations.
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Recommendations
Rethink character education for grades three through six.
• Success Highways may not be the best match for summer programming and is
not an appropriate match for elementary students.
• Consider formalizing character education as a part of elementary morning
meeting; teachers reported success in doing so.
• For sixth grade, consider ways in which character education could be embedded
in the academic curriculum.
• For example, science lessons could be an appropriate place to talk about
ethics.
• Ensure that teachers have sufficient professional development to implement the
character education curriculum.
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Recommendations
Continue to build community of practice with teachers from
the three schools.
• Feedback about collaboration and learning between teachers from the three
schools was very encouraging.
• Find opportunities during the school year to have these teachers, and possibly
additional colleagues, meet to continue their collaboration and community
building.
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